Name of Form:
Early Voting Envelope for Blank Ballot.

Section Reference:
Section 86.003, Texas Election Code.

Purpose:
To hold the blank ballot, ballot envelope, carrier envelope, and accompanying instructions/notifications to the voter voting by mail.

Number of Copies Required:
One for each ballot by mail.

Completed by:
Early Voting Clerk.

Printing Notes:
The Secretary of State prescribes the wording of the Early Voting Envelope for Blank Ballot, and the wording should be printed on an approximately 6⅛ x 9½ light green envelope. Printers may adjust the envelope size as necessary to provide lower costs in printing and postage. Please note that in order for the envelope to be considered letter sized by the USPS, it must not exceed 6½” in height and 11 ½” in length.

Version:
Current form is dated 9/2023*.
*Previous version of the form dated 8/2015 may still be used.